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ï n t r o d u c t  l o p

In the study of flow through karstic formations researchers 
are mainly facing the dilemma: what is essentially a karst 
from the point of view of hydrogeology or even more from that 
of hydraulics. Not ably , when the term karst is defines from 
hydrogeologic considerations, the** main trends of research in 
this field of hydrogeology are outlined. In this sense the 
term karst can be defined as follows*

The term of karst should be understood as a special hydro- 
geological property of soluble rocks which defines the inter
actions of the rock and the water flowing through it* It means 
that —  if certain conditions are satisfied. —  the intrinsic 
permeability or the permeability of rock is not pertinent 
within the zone of water motion due to the solving effect but 
it is time-dependent which responds to the flow (velocity, 
yield), too. It may be accompanied by the formation of chan- 
nelos (karren), caverns, caves as well as of sinks, sinkholes, 
dolines and other surface forms and features which are not 
characteristic of other rock type.

Prom karsthydrological and hydraulic points of view —  that 
is, when the hydrologic cycle and flow phenomena in karstic 
regions are considered, the definition of the term karstic
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water is simpler and more important* So the term karstic 
water in this case refers to the water stored and fLowing 
within and through the pores, fissures, fractures, openings, 
caverns and caves and their interconnected systems.

It is evident from the definition of karst and karstic 
water that the study of the flow of karstic water is not a 
simple one and its result can not be generalized for using 
direct methods and estimations for all karstic regions unlike 
it can be done in the case of porous formations. Let us quote 
here the view expressed by H. P a 1 о c (1964) that hydro- 
geological research of karstic formations has a tradition of 
nearly hundred years during which a great deal of observations 
has been assembled. However, difficulties are very often en
countered, even nowadays, when the determination of the water- 
yielding capacity of karstic formations is considered. To 
support this view, in connection with the analysis of the 
hydrologic cycle of karstic water —  without claiming complete
ness which is almost impossible — * a comprehensive picture is 
shown in Fig.1• about the major flow patterns and the forms 
of karstic water occurence.

A condition sine qua non for the development of flow mecha
nisms is that water must get into the karstic formation. As to 
the infiltration itself, two entirely different forms are found 
(see Fig.1.)i

A. Infiltration in karstic terrain

In this case the karstifled terrain is without cover of 
vegetation (bare or naked karat). In such an area, even with 
the assumption of equal elevation and precipitation, the in
filtrated water quantity is greater than in area B, because 
here is no retention within the soil. As a result, infiltrat
ion may occur in the case of any intensity of precipitation 
falling in any season of the year.
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Fig. 1.

1. ábra

A = Infiltration in karstic terrain В = Infiltration in non-karstic terrain1 = Karstic rocks2 = Impervious rocks
3 = Soil
4 = Porous formations5 = Sea-level6 « Karstic spring
7 - intermittent spring
8 = intermittent spring, or swallow hole9 = springs of brackish water10 = fresh water spring below the sea level
11 = springs of subthermal, and thermal water12 = perched springs13 = decreased cold karstic water14 = increased thermal water15 = karstic water flowing into porous beds16 = increased karstic water along tec toriig zones17 = minimum of water level18 = maximum of water level
19 = piezometric level20 = river flowing above karstic terrain a = three-phase zoneb = zone of water level fluctuation c = perched karst 
d = sinkhole e = cave systems f = siphon
A = Karsztos beszivárgás В = Nem karsztos beszivárgás1 » Karsztos-kőzet2 = Vizzáró-kőzet3 = talaj4 = porózus kőzetek
5 = tengerszint6 = karszt-forrás7 = időszakos-forrás8 = időszakos forrás, vagy víznyelő
9 = félsósvizü forrás10 = ádesvizi forrás a tenger szintje alatt11 = szubtermális, vagy termál forrás
12 = függokarszt-forrás13 = leszálló hideg karsztviz14 = felszálló meleg karsztviz15 - karsztviz beáramlás a porózus kőzetbe16 = vetőmentén felszálló karsztviz
17 = minimális vízállás18 = maximális vízállás19 = piezometrikus-szint20 = karsztos területen lévő folyó a = három fázisú zónab = vizszintingadozás zónája 
c = függő karsz t d = víznyelő e = barlang rendszer f = szifon
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В. Infiltrat loa ln aon-karsstc terrain

There la' и» exposed lcarsfeia root aud rosies -.гз covered by 
soil and vegabaüion. Infiltrai;lon during summa? and automne 
is limited or even zero In this case. According to the ex
periences, summer precipitation should exceed the value of 
50— 150 mm per month for allowing the possibility of infilt
ration^ la Hungary.

It can be stated after analizing Fig.1. that water percol
ating through a kaxstic formation reaches the karstic water 
level across a three-phase zona (a). A very different water 
motion may exist in this zone, too. It may be,

- a seepage through micro-fissures arriving with a delay 
of several months Cor years) in the zona of saturation.

- a percolation, through sinkholes (dolines) usually with 
great velocity and the zone of saturation of the spring 
Is reached vary shortly (a few hours, days or weeks).

Zone of water level fluctuation "Ъ" 1з limited by a maxi
mum (1 7 ) and a minimum (16) water-level. A characteristic 
feature of this zone Is that the range of this zone of satur
ation has a three-phase system at the lowest and a "two-phase 
system at the highest water-stage. The thickness of this zone 
of water-level fluctuation, that i3, the change of water level 
(dH) is

1 ^max ^min ^1 - ̂

which la a characteristic value of each given karstic* region 
and depends on

- the karstic rocks, their fractures and fissures, cave 
systems and generally on the vertical permeability of the 
formation. *

- the depth of the karstic water level.
- the distance from natural springs or from artificial 

discharge aus well as on the horizontal permeability of 
the formation and last but not least,

- the precipitation and its infiltrated component.
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Annual variation of the water-level fluctuation under the 
influence of all these factors may take place within wide 
range. Its lower limit is only some decimeters while the upper 
limit may be higher than 100 meters.

Observation of the zone of water-level fluctuation is very 
important, since

- it controls the variation of the piezometric level of the 
confined system which has a hydraulic communication with

4 the free watertable system* irrespective of other effects 
(e.g. temperature, gas content, etc.).

- change in time-unit (speed of water-level variation) 
defines whether a flow may be regarded ал a steady-state 
movement under the given circumstances.

The variation of karstic water-level will later be analyzed 
in detail.

Depending upon the geologic setting of a given karstlc 
area, it should he distinguished a hydraulically uniform 
karsbic water system (it may be unconfined) or acompartimenta- 
lized independent systems within a mountain range as'well as 
perched karstlc aquifers separated by Impervious beds over- 
lying the main water-table (see Iig.1. "c") which yield water 
to perched springs (12).

Depending upon geographic and geologic properties, karstic 
water flow may occur in differenc forms. Thus there are per
manent karstic springs (6), and intermittent springs (7) whose 
action follows the period of intense infiltration when karsbic 
water-level was risen. Such an intermittent spring (8) may 
represent a very interesting phenomenon of a karstic system 
which at the time of minimum water stage acts as a swallow 
hole until water-level rises again above the spring-funnel and 
continues to flow. In karstic areas close to sea-shore there 
are also springs of brackish water (9) as well as fresh water- 
yielding springs below sea level (10). Springs of suhthermal 
and thermal water accur too (11). In this context, special 
attention should be paid to the theory of K i s h á z i -  
V e n d e 1 (1963, 1964) concerning the mechanism and genesis
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of .thermal karsfcic waters and karstic springs. According to 
their theory, in the contact zones of impervious rocks (shalo 
marls, etc.) and of karstic formations the water body may 
warm up.

Considering that shales and marls have a lower heat-con
ductivity than carbonate rocks, therefor isotherms in them 
are more dense than a carbonate formation. As a result, a 
temperature compensation will take place along this contact- 
zone and isotherms will become more dense and the rock with 
its water content will warm up. This water increased in tem
perature will then ascend along this coofcacfc*-zone due to its 
lower specific gravity (14) and cold water will flow downward 
and replace it (1 3 )* In such conditions thermal water*« or 
subthermal springs will occur on the mountain border.

Along the border zones of mountainous regions it is pos
sible that, because of the higher pressure, karstic water 
flows horizontally into porous beds and recharges the form
ation waters, respectively (1 5 )* At the same time, in the 
underlying buried karsfcic rocks, alonjg fracture zones of 
large tectonic belts karsfcic water of high pressure and pro
bably of high temperature and gas content may ascend and 
enter into porous beds.

In the border regions of mountains rivers often flow over 
karstic terrains (20) and, at hight stage, karstic water may 
happen to be yielding into the river while at low stage it is 
the river that recharges the karsfcic formations.

It should be emphasized that in waters of a given karsfcic 
spring or of a well, on account .of dissimilarities, of the 
hydrologic cycle or its duration, waters of very different 
ages might be mixed. For example.

- there are waters of extremely high spe^d (taking only a 
few hours or weeks for trawelling down ) which f,- ows 
through conduits directly to the sprlur;*

- waters of hight flow-rate (residence of a few month
or a year) which flow through microfissures into a sa
turated zone or into a spring.
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- waters of moderate flow-rate (residence time of several 
years or decades) which percolate through saturated zone 
towards the spring*

- waters of low flow-rate (residence time of a few hundred 
or thousand years).

- waters of extremely low flow-rate (residence time of 
several thousand or ten thousand years) which usually 
are ascendent thermal waters.

In such springs of mixed water the ratio of water of 
different ages and also the temperature of the water are 
changing with the yield. It should be noted that in the case 
of such springs a completely erroneous conclusion may be 
drawn as to the hydraulic properties of a karstic aquifer 
(e.g. its permeability) if waters of different velocity cannot 
be distinguished by their yield.

From this brief summary it may be concluded that motion and 
flow pattern of karstic water are more complex than in porous 
rocks. This is the reason why results obtained in a given 
area can not be applied to other karstic regions having dif
ferent kinds of flow system# From this complicated flow pat
tern follows that numerous researchers are sceptical about 
the results, as was pointed out by Я. P a l ó c  (1964).

Consequently, workers dealing with the karstic water flow 
in general are confronted with very difficult problems. 
Nevertheless, in this study some generalization have been 
attempted.

Permeability of karstic rocks

Hydraulic characteristics of karstic formations —  belonging 
to the class of fractured-fissured rocks — * consist in that 
the total volume of fractures, caverns, etc., represents the 
effective volume available for water storage and the water 
movement Itself is defined by their directions and densities«
It is evident from the previous definition —  without entering 
into detail —  that permeability Is in a close relationship
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with the size distribution of fractures, caserns, caves (or 
of the flow-paths and channels as referred bo later).

Fracture size in karstic rocks varies within wide ranges. 
According to studies (В о с к 0 r, 1970, the lower lirait 
of fissure-size is determined as 1 micron, however*. caverns 
and caves in the order of 10 maters can be found. Apart from 
those aicrofissurea which may be regarded practically as 
impervious (that is, in crocks below 10 microns with a per
meability of 1<T9 m/â or less), flow channels changing in 6 
orders of magnitude are available for gravity flow:

1. 1 0 " 5 ̂ 6  (m) <  10 (2 . )
Since permeability can be expressed as

к = f ( 6  ) » ( 3. )

it is seen that the permeability of karstic rocks varies also 
within wide ranges* Theoretically a karstio rock is always 
heterogeneous and anisotropic which means that permeability 
at a given point depends on the direction .of the infiltration 
velocity as well as main directions of the anisotropy depend 
on the coordinates of the Inftitration field.

Before analyzing the problem of permeability in detail, it 
should be noted that researchers express different views about 
the utility of the permeability coefficient within karatic 
rocks depending on the assumption of 1 г л a 1 (1903) or
К a t z e r (1 9 0 9) they take as basis* It is я all known that* 
according to the karstic model made by Gt r u 0 lr water 
motion can be interpreted- зм aaspagib X'hcvcfore. hydraulic 
parameters of the flcr can be aat 1 a-vaid la the ла:лс manner as 
in the case of porous. rooks* Ou thi- c o - r t w i t h i n  the model 
made by К a t ■& 0 rÿ f i «  is directed through aUxtrlact 
fissures and евдг&з which ara aepavatau from each other. It 
means that physically it ^cmld -bo ио изо bo apply the perme
ability coefficient in this caacu
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It is a fact that both kinds of karstic models can be of
ten found simultaneously in nature and that the use of this 
permeability coefficient could be settled only after a de
tailed geologic analysis.

Mathematical expression of the permeability coefficient 
depends in great measure on the model by which the natural 
rock can be replaced. The problem of modelling is a general 
one since researchers —  nearly without exception —  meet the 
problem of constructing a simplified model of an aquifer in 
order to determine a function describing the flow. Prerequi
site for the applicability of the constructed models is to 
have a close agreement in flow phenomena between an idealized 
model and the natural water-bearing rock.

Although a karstic formation is principally heterogeneous 
and anisotropic in all cases, scientists use both homogeneous 
and inhomogeneous models as for instance, P a p a d o p u -  
1 о s (1967), L o u i s  (1970), W i t t к e (1970), 
K i r á l y  (1971), В ö с к в г (1971) do.

According to L o u i s  (1970) in the case of multi
directional fracture system the coefficient of permeability 
reads:

Coefficient к is interpreted similarly by K i r á l y  
(1 9 7 1) as permeability tensor and it is estimated in this 
sense.

The interpretation of permeability as tensor corresponds 
to the genuine property of the heterogeneous, anisotropic 
fracture system. A basic failure is, however, their limited 
applicability. It is well known that coefficient ^  which is 
characteristic of a fracture system of the same strike should

n
(4.)

i—1
where

= matrix along axial chan go 

n = k(i) quantity of fractures
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be determined from the results of test-pumping of boreholes 
tapping the aquifer* Рог this case —  a tri-orbhogonai 
fracture system —  it was L o u i s  and M a i n t  (1965) 
who developed a method applicable а!зо in this field. However, 
its applicability is confined only to shallow depths* since, 
owing *bo the sharp increase of exploration expenses with the 
depth, this method would nob be practical even in such con
ditions if direction of fractures might have been detected in 
advance.

In the case of tri-orthogonai fracture systems —  if the 
distribution of fractures is known a relationship has been 
set up by В о с к e г (1971 )f

where

£ - hydraulically characteristic fr&ctBtre size, account
ing for about 20 to 25 per cent of the fractures 
(fracture distribution is taken to be equal to 
grain-size distribution).

Л  s hydraulically charasteristic spacing fractures.
V  » kinematic viscosity.
A  - a constant for the over—all hydraulic resistance of 

the fracture system (ranging from 1,00vtq-0,1 ).
In the case of confined karstic system —  what‘is reasonable 

to suppose in a buried karst — • the rock body hasHbaihly micro- 
fissures where elasticity of the rock as well as that of the 
fluid must be taken into account* The so called piezoconduct
ivity coefficient was developed by I s a J e f (1964) as 
follows,

C1 - ^ / P 0 - P / ) 3

к - r £ o
0 /TTfpr^Jp

(6.)

p



wehere
к = piezo-conductivity related to pressure P.
kQ = piezo-conductivity related to pressure PQ.
ßz = pk + m
ßk = elasticity coefficient of the rock,
ßp = elasticity coefficient of the fluid
ra = mean porosity,
г = fracturing function.

* width of fracture related to pressure P Q .

P i l a t  o v s z k i j J  (I970) studied the permeability 
of fractured rocks on the basis of probability. Ее drew such 
a conclusion that if the D a r e  у-law is to apply for the 
flow within fractured rocks, proper volume, V, and surface,
P, are needed for a stable average of porosity jn, coefficient 
of permeability k, and pressure value £, which can be ad
mitted in that case. Por the surface, P, the laws of distri
bution of probability functions X  (s) and £> (s) should be 
determined, where M s )  is the distribution function of a 
fracture acting in the flow of 0 <  Ъ  (s) < 1 ,  while h  (s) is 
the distribution function of fractures hydraulically connect
ed with 0<<f(s) < 1 .

Relationship of the two distribution function is expressed 
as follows,

$ ( e l * * ( s )  (7.)

Such klod of a study of the rock needs many direct and 
indirect analyses*

Por the permeability coefficient, the following formula can 
be written in this case,

where
n = hydraulically effective pore volume.
L = total length of all fractures in the surface,P.
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16 can. be verified oa the basis of relationship (5 .) that,

value В is changing within a range farom 0,1 60 0,01.
Expressions (8.) and (9.) define essentially a relationship 

between hydraulically effective porosity and permeability. In 
analyzing these factors, it was found, that assuming.the same 
permeability in porous and in karstic formations, karatic 
rocks have a lower effective pore volume than porous rocks. 
Ibis finding is supported by the estimation which indicates 
that the water-conductivity of a fracture of width. >£= 1 mm 
under the same pressure conditions and along linear flow is 
equivalent to such a porous bed whose transmlssibllity 
amounts T * 8,2 • 10 m2/e.

The peonaeability of coefficient к of a formation, is detexa
mined usually for the range of validity of Darcy’s law.

In analyzing measured values of the Individual fracture 
models and of. the spatial bydiraulic fracture models, S o - 
V à c s (197З) found such a general relationship by which 
the relation between velocity and pressure-drop can be 
studied within the entire regime of the water-flow (laminar, 
transient, and turbulent). These relations are,

(9.)

where

kt » (0,8 +  0,4) ~ т £ - -Ä- b2 (10.)

w hare
» effective permeability* 

g = gravitational acceleration
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b = JTracture-width -which is hydraulically characte
ristic (it is the same as 5 in expression (5*)* 

T = kinematic viscosity.
X = hydraulic gradient.
^eff = effect*-ve flow-velocity in fractures.

It should be studied furthermore; the validity of D a r~ 
c y*s law and all the regimes where the validity of this law 
can be applied. Theoretically, one of the main controllers 
of the flow is the hydraulic gradient which is not pertinent 
under natural conditions due to the perennial change of the 
waterlevel (see Introduction), hyoraulic gradient, I, can be 
written for the change per unit time as,

!

d l  _ 1 d H
d t  “  t  d t

or in differential form,

dl _ 1 dH
"ЗБ“  * T T  " 3 F

Since flow-rate and gradient

V  = f (I)

(12.)

(13.)

(14.)

are in relationship which is defined for the entire flow 
regime hy the expression (11,), and can be written for the 
change of velocity as,

dv ,
“JF" * (15.)

that is, change of velocity is not equal to zero and the flow 
within karstic formations under natural conditions can not be 
regarded as a steady-state flow.

In the majority of cases, however, the validity of D a r- 
c y ’s law is supposed to persist on the basis that,
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к - the water-level fluctuates around an average.level for a 
long period, for Instance when the difference - between 
the initial and final stages of a very long period is 
approximately zero (e.g. ?— 14 yeras).

- the speed of change of hydraulic gradient is Low*/ that 
is, the change of velocity can be neglected if short 
periods are analyzed*

- the change in water-level, depending on the characteris
tics of a given area, is vary low and negligible..

The validity of D a r c y*s law studied originally by 
L о ш i z 8 (1 9 5 1) on individual fracture-models was follow
ed by the experiments of L o u i s  (1968). Hydraulic mo
delling of the spatial fracture system was carried, out for 
this reason by В ö с k e г (1971)*

All three experiments pointed out that the R в у n о 1 d*s 
limiting number of the laminar ( D a r e  y*s zone) and?-that of 
the transient regime varied within wide ranges. If limiting 
values of gradient of the spatial model experiment.are taken 
into account (limiting gradient means a value below*which 
there is a laminar flow, while above it a transient regime 
exists), it is found that if fracture-size S 3 mm then in 
the case of I>0,01 D a r c y'a law is no longer valid.

When in a given area it is to be decided whether flow 
occurs in form of seepage (determination of permeability is 
possible or is reasonable at least) or the validity of 
D a r c y ’s law may be supposed, the first duty is to study 
the distribution of flow-paths according to their size. For 
example, such an analysis is shown whose object was the de
termination of the validity of the G r u n d  or the К a t- 
z 8 r model based on spéléologie explorations an.i reconna
issance work (Fig.2.)* From this analysis a conclusion was 
drawn that in this field the G r u n d  model could be ge
nerally applied and it was reasonable to determine the 
coefficient of permeability in some places.

In situ determination of permeability will be discussed 
later in this paper. Now, it should be mentionéi that, from
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testing data referring to the заде area* very different va
lues of coefficient к can be obtained based on various kinds 
of calculation. Considering those values of coefficient к 
determined for certain karstic areas available in references 
without indication of the method of calculation* a very 
careful comparison should be made in respect of the water - 
yielding capacity of different areas to avoid erroneous conc
lusions.

Water levels and piezometric surfaces

Study of water levels and piezometric surfaces is import
ant both in karsthydrogeology and other branches of hydro
geology. Registration of change water level with time in 
different points of a karstic reservoir connected hydrauli
cally allows:

- the determination of the potentiometric surface, its 
change in time and that of the flow directions*

- the observation of changes within the zone of water level
fluctuation.

- the conclusion can be drawn as to the porosity and per
meability of the formation at a given point.

- a study of natural factors affecting water level changes.
- the estimation of infiltration or vertical karstic water 

balance (budget) or that of transmissibility in periods 
without infiltration with adequate methods.

- the appraisal of the influence of human activity on the 
karstic water system.

However, realisation of these testing objectives needs 
such drillings whose only aim is to observe changes in water 
level.

Hereafter, within this chapter, some rules of water level 
changes will be reviewed in detail because without this know
ledge erroneous conclusion may be drawn from the present 
analysis.
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Fig. 2. A * probability of openings wider than ten centi
meters in percentage of the total porosity of 
karstic rock 

В = Caves/km2

2. ábra A = 10 cm-nél szélesebb rések valószínűsége a karsz
tos kőzet teljes hézagtórfogatának függvényében 

В = Barlang/km2
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Long-term trends of water level fluctuation correspond to 
meteorological cycles. Unfortunately, the available records 
of 1 5 — 16 years bave proved very short for the determination 
of the exact periodicity.

The trend of the changes from 1955 bo 1970 is shown in 
Fig.3* It can be seen that the start of measurements covers a 
rising period but from the beginning of 19 5 7 through 1962 a 
nearly continuous decline is found. In this period the water 
level sank more than 8 meters. The rate of water level decline 
was 1.2 m/jear, that is, 10 cms per month. From'1962 to 1969 
there was a rising period, however, in 19 6 7— 1968 a consider
able interim decreasing period was observed. During íiáfis 
period the water level rose 13 meters which means a rata- of
1.86 m/year, that is*. 15*15 cms per month» Rising thús-had a 
higher velocity. From 1969 on, opinion can not be said about 
the trend of the variation. It may be increasing but may 
become a period of decline as well.

Well Ho. 2. —  Although it is more sensitive to precipitat
ion than the former —  in the general trend of the change it 
follows Well No. 1. (Fig.4.) The water level fluctuation cf 
Well No. 4. is of similar type. It is interesting that the 
annual decline of both wells in 1967— -1968 is relatively 
higher while the rise iq 1969 is less than in Well No. 1.

The periodicity might be estimated at seven years based 
on 3 wells. However, it is not confirmed by the piezometric 
surface fluctuation of the confined karstic system developed 
in Well N0.4 . The rising period started here ia 1959, that is, 
about three years earlier. However, the decline of 196?— 1968 
was here also indicated but this time-series may suggest a 
longer period than seven years.

It is clear from the foregoing that karstic water level 
fluctuation corresponds to large cycles whose periodicity is 
not yet known and may cause rise or decline of the order of 
10 meters in water levels.

• .Fluctuations extending bver periods of severe! years
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Annual fluctuations

Annual fluctuation is influenced by the amount of annual 
precipitation and its favorable or unfavorable distribution 
during the year. Beside the general trend within a year due 
to the gross cycle, minimum and maximum water levels are 
formed. Maximum values are formed in different times in the 
individual wells, moreover, in consecutive years, maximum va
lues may be observed to occur in different months even in one 
and the same well which depends on the distribution of pre
cipitations (Fig.5-)* For instance, at Veszprémfajsz, maximum 
water stage was observed in June and April 1970.

The extend of water level fluctuation may be very different. 
It is affected by the geologic and structural conditions of 
the well-environment as referred to in introduction. In the 
case of relatively low porosity, e.g., infiltration affects 
considerable water level rise. If the porosity and permeability 
of the formation changes vertically in a great extent —  e.g. 
it declines —  even then an extensive rise of water level can 
be observed. Such a case was found in the Well N0.7 . at Hárs
kút (Bakony Mts) where from the begining~lof February to the 
end of March 1970 the highest stage ever measured wa3 record
ed. The rate of rise was 1.87 m/day. Comparing this value 
with the rate of decline which was 0.28 m/day, it is seen 
that the spread of the cone of depression in the vicinity of 
the borehole was 6 .5  times slower than its recharge. This 
indicates the very poor permeability of the environment.

Diurnal fluctuations

Diurnal changes are affected by several factors. In those 
wells which respond very sensitively to precipitation, and a 
sudden rainstorm may cause water level rise or decline of few 
meters on the same day. A well of this kind is for example 
Well N0.2 . (see Fig.4.).
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Fig. 3. Fluctuations of karstic water 
level in well No.1. (Bakony 
mountains, Hungary)

3. ábra Vizszintingadozés az 1.sz. kutban 
(Bakony hg., )
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Fig, 4* Fluctuations of karstic water level 
in wells No, 2,, 3, and 4 (Bakony 
mountains, Hungary)

4* ábra Yizszintingadozás a 2,, 3. és 4.sz. kutban (Bakony-hg.J
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Diurnal fluctuation with some periodicity la caused by a 
barometric présure change as woll as by the effect of earth 
tides. Knowledge of this latter effect is very essential for 
hydrologists dealing with underground waters since by proper 
analysis of the effect of earth tides such parameters can be 
obtained as the storage coefficient or the porosity.- Deter
mination of these parameters by other methods is a very 
difficult problem in karstic water wells.

American scientists pointed out that earth tides movements 
responding to water levels resulted changes within fracture 
sized due to earth tides. In order to measure earth tide 
fluctuation within a well, low porosity and high formation 
thickness must be available. For example, the development of 
an amplitude of 1 cm needs a porosity of the order of 10“  ̂
within a 100 meters thick formation since the extent of earth_Q
tide dilatation is approximately 1 x 10 and the following 
relationship exists beteween dilatation i. A ) i  measured rise 
(db), pore volume (n) and the thickness of the saturated 
zones

_db = -Л. ъ 06.)

Not every directional fracture, cave or cavernsystem res
ponds uniformely to earth tides within the karstic systems. 
Scattered tests made so far suggest that fracture systems of 
about N - S strike of are most sensitive against 'earth tide 
effects.

According to M e 1 c h i о rfs investigations (1964), 
among numeruous waves obtained by harmonic derivation of the 
waves caused by earth tides only five are important geophysi
cally. These are,

- Lunar wave
- Solar wave
- Lunar wave
- Lunisolar wave
- Lunar wave

M2 of 12а25,14*’
S„ of 12h00*
N2 of 12a39f30> 9 

К of 23h54»04'»
0 of г з Ч э ’Ю*» period
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In records of the wells shown in Fig.6., earth tidal 
periods are close to 24 hoars. This refers to the effect ow 
waves К and 0. Amplitudes of tidal movements within these 
wells range from 2 to 6 cemtimeters.

Beside the above mentioned factors karstlc water level 
fluctuation is also influenced by the temperature and by the 
chemical composition of the karstic water —  especially in 
t*he case of confined aquifer system -— .

Influence of Man’s interferences

According to Man’s own objectives, the characteristics of 
water level changes are considerably affected in some karstic 
areas. Human activities cover in this respect*

- water supply
- construction and hydraulic engineering
- mining.
A considerable water level change is caused mainly by the 

water supply and mining activities. The rate of water level 
decline in the field of mining industry may be higher than 
the average fluctuations governed by natural factors. In some 
places artifical, man-made water level decline may exceed 
even 40— 50 meters. Due to water withdrawals cones of dep
ression of different extent are formed, being time-dependent. 
Direction and rate of spread of these depression cones is 
governed —  at given water production — - by the variation in 
permeability and storage capacity owing to the heterogeneity 
and anizotropy of the karstic formation. An example for the 
inhomogeneity is shown in Fig.7. where observation wells are 
located within the area of the depression cone around'the 
mine with a very close spacing. Well No. HgN19 is closer to 
while the other well is farther away from the centre of the 
depression cone. Between the two wells a karstic zone of un
known poor permeability is situated which acts as a barrier 
against the spread of the depression cone.
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Fig, 5. Fluctuations of karstic water level in 
wells No. 2, 5, 6, 7

5. ábra Vizszintingadozás a 2, 5, 6, 7.sz. kutban

Böcker





Fig.6, Effect of earth tides upon diurnal changes of 
karstic water level

6.ábra Az árapály jelenség hatására bekövetkező napi 
vízállás változás

Böcker
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It follows that if the plotting of a map illustrating the 
changes of the poteatiometric surface in time is sought, it 
must not he done from data other than there measured at the 
same time*

Vertical zonality of the flow and pollution of 
karstic water

In analyzing the vertical zonality of flow* it should be 
approached from the dynamic aspects. After M a x e  у*з 
opinion (1969) Œost spectacular development in the hidro- 
logy of underground waters was initiated by the propagation 
if the dynamic views. Where differences occur in potential, 
a movement should be assumed»

Within karstic reservoirs consisting of interconnected 
channels, the poteatiometric surface is dominantly spatial.
It is evident that potential spatial, differences will trigger 
a spatial flow. On the basis of the dynamic aspect зйсЪ kinds

•* *-j-
of views should be eliminated t£at the zone of the water flow 
is bounded by the bottom part of the base level and below 
there are static water reserves where only siphons reaching 
under the base level, may bring about some flow. It should be 
referred to Eig*l* and to the Introduction which makes it 
clear that some flow prevails deeply below the base level* 
Waters within karstic rocks take part in the hydrologic cycle 
and so it comes sooner or later into the surface. However, a 
time coefficient should be attached to the hydrologic cycle 
(as we did in the Introduction). And we will gain practical 
profit from the dynamic aspect only- in the case if the dynamic 
water reserves related to cycles of different periods can be 
estimated.

In the following part, the analysis of the vertical zonality 
- of flow is also based on Fig.1. Vertical flow is most evident 
within the three-phase zone where water infiltrating from the 
surface percolates through sinks, caves and minor fissures
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Into the karstic water-table. The effect will be observed 
after some time will have elapsed this depends on

1. the thickness of the three-phase zone
2. the kind of flow-paths within the formation
3. the amount of entered water
4« seasons.
This latter factor, e.g. the dependence upon seasons is 

explained by the fact that in spring precipitation is usually 
followed more rapidly by a rise in karstic water level or by 
a change of spring-discharge than in summer or in autumn. 
Namely, fractures of the three-phase zone are nearly saturated 
by the precipitation falling in autumn and winter ( K e s s 
l e r ,  1 9 5 7) and thawing or precipitation in springtime 
necessitates shorter time in order to affect the karstic sys
tem. In summary, precipitation needs a few hours to several 
months time to be infiltrated through the three-phase zone 
depending on the aformentioned conditions* Now, we do not take 
into account the detailed analysis of factors which govern the 
amount of infi1 tration, only a hint was given at this topic 
discussed in Introduction*

Downwards a quasi-horizontal, usually base-level governed, 
flow-zone of high velocity is found below the karstic water 
level. Within this flowing system water motion is governed by 
relatively low gradients (I = 0,01— 0,001), apart from the 
steep piezometric surfaces developed in the vicinity of 
springs and production wells* Porous rocks overlying karstic 
rocks or below base levels may exert a drain effect upon a 
karstic aquifer (see 15 in Fig.1.). Numerous observations and 
model-analyses show that the rate of flow is low even if 
caverns and caves occur in the flowing system and the spring 
may even communicate with them.

After accepting the view that the discharge of waters of 
different cycle-periods will be time-dependently separated,Ithe spring-discharge should be reduced by the yield directly 
issuing into the spring from the three-phase zone through 
sink and cave. Only the residual discharge (maybe that only
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a part of it) comes from the horizontal flow. All waters 
which reach the surface under such conditions have been 
classed as waters of moderate flow-rate in bhe Introduction. 
This zone as a zone of active flow can be distinguished.

Further downward, no static flow can be found even below 
the zone of active flpw. In this deep zone, flow is governed 
not only by the hydraulic parameters of the rock but also'by 
the potentiometric surface as we LI as by the specific gravity 
due to temperature, chemical composition and absorbed gas 
content. Such vertical flows are indicated by the forms from 
13 through 16 in Fig.1. Within this zone, flow may occur 
without difference in potential which is due,tp the difference 
in specific gravity or density of waters of different temper
ature and gas content. Flow in buried karstj is visually quasi- 
vertical, since karstification is here low-graded and flow- 
channels are more tight owing to mineral precipitation and 
minor fissures are closerspaced due to high pressure. As a 
consequence, quasivertical channels have higher permeability 
than horizontal flow-paths. Flow-rate is the lowest in this 
zone and we call these waters of very low flow rate or waters 
of long residence time.

In studying speeds of flow which can be determined by 
tracing or dating, it can be stated that they vary within the 
following ranges

2.1Cf7 < v  (m/з) < 3.10“ 1 (1 7 .)

These values of speed represent mean flow-rates referring 
to the distance between the point of inflow and the outflow 
or appearence. Depending on the permeability and hydraulic 
gradient, mean.flow rate may vary within 6 orders of range.
The following flow-rate regimes based on available data can 
be distinguished,
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л '1. 10 m/s<v is characteristic to flow 
of very short transit (residence) time.

1. 10“3 < v < 1 .  10~1 is characteristic to 
flow of short transit (residence) time.

1. « Г 5 <г<1.1<Г3 is characteristic of
flow of moderate transit (residence) time.

V <1.10~3 is characteristic to flow of long 
and very long transit (residence) time.

Hereafter the problem of the karstic water pollution will 
be discussed. Three kinds of pollution can be distinguished 
(with respect to the cause of access of polluted water)*

- natural pollution
- wastes disposal without any geologic and hydrogeologic 

consideration
- planned wastes disposal.
Natural polution occurs if precipitation of high intensity 

carries mud, sand or other, possibly organic material into the 
karstic water reservoir by infiltrating. It can be observed 
mainly in spring while flow of very short transit time prevails 
and produces dirty waters. Por example, in a shallow karstic 
water system sampling was carried out from 20 wells and springs 
for chemical and bacteriological analysis (USA, Kentucky) in 
December 1967 and in May 19&8, respectively. 40 per cent of 
the samples taken in May only 25 per cent proved to be negative 
and the represent a higher water stage followed by a x'ainy pe
ri od,

It does not need any verification that the second kind of 
pollution, that is, the wastes disposal in karstic formation is 
utterly dangerous. All kinds of wastes disposed into sinkholes 
or directly into karstic reservoir or aquifer may pollute the 
spring and have tragic consequences if these springs serve as 
water supply for communities. It is enough to cite here some 
deterrent examples as the Livingstone cave in the vicinity of 
Bowling Green (USA) whex̂ e oil dripping was observed from tha 
ceiling of a cave or in the region of Lexington (USA) where
H o p k i n s  (1965) noticed infiltrating waste water conn, 
from the canals of a hospital after heavy rainstorms.

Generally 
in the 
three-phase 
zone
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- Аз to the third kind of'pollution* planned wastes disposal, 
the relevant views are different. According to S p r i n g~ 
f i e l d  and La G r a n d ,  karstic areas are usually ho 
suitable places for wastes disposal, ,fIf the permeability of 
carbonate rocks is low, the rocks do not accept waste at 
sufficient rate, and if the rocks are highly permeable, the 
water migrates rapidly to some point of discharge without 
time for the waste to be oxidized cr otherwise purified”.

According to the author’s view, in the case of pollution 
and of wastes disposal into karsfeic formation (or flow system) 
the following items should be taken into account:

- origin of the wastes; time demand for oxidation and 
degradation, amount, of dilution which is not harmful to 
human beings.

- disposal of polluting materials into waters of short or 
very short transit time is not permitted.

- disposal of polluting materials into waters of moderate, 
long or very long transit time is not perquitfced either 
if they are medicinal waters. In this case, it impairs 
the quality of medicinal water even if the amount of 
dilution is not harmful to human beings*

- dolomitic reservoirs, because of their hydraulic propert
ies similar to the clastic porous rocks, are usually more 
favorable for wastes disposal than limestones.

Testing methods

World-wide, rapid pollution of surface waters directs 
increasingly attention to the utilisation of subsurface waters. 
It involves —  contrary to the past — - that in countries with 
highly developed water management, duties are other than the 
hydraulic study of only a few single springs or wells (stor
age capacity, permeability), but the-analysis of the entire 
continuous subsurface reservoir has to be undertaken. The 
study of the flew patterns of karstic aquifers is carried out
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also from this point of view. In other words, practical 
demands and the available computers of high capacity necessit
ate and allow the analysis of karstic water reservoirs from 
system-hydrologid aspects.

To review these testing methods, the requirements of 
system hydrology must be kept in mind. In the case of a given 
karstic aquifer the first duty should be to known as fully as 
possible all the elements of the system. It is greatly supp
orted by the plotting of figures and profiles similar to Fig. 
1. which give a synthesis of the results of the previous 
geologic, hydrogeologic, hydrologic, hydraulic research and 
exploration undertaken in the study area. Such a preliminary 
study of the system allows the determination of the boundary 
conditions. For system-hydrological studies the following 
should be known:

- the entering amount of water tdue to infiltration or to 
underground inflow) and its variation in time.

- discharge (spring or underground outflow) and its va
riation.

- potential filed (potentiometric surface) and its variat
ion.

- permeability or transmissibility of the formation.
- porosity (pore volume) under gravity effect (nQ> or 

storage factor (SQ).
Hereafter the possibilities for the in situ determination 

of permeability will be discussed.
Informative data can be obtained for the permeability of a 

given karstic area, if in field work a detailed study is 
carried out in exposures and outcrops where width, direction, 
spacing of visible flow-paths are measured. Based on these 
data, the permeability coefficient can be estimated for indi
vidual outcrops, by using expression (4>. If the data of 
spéléologie exposures are also taken into consideration, the 
distribution of flow-paths according to their sizes can be 
determined. If a nearly tri-orthogonal character of fracture- 
system is plausible, equation (5 ) may also be used.
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Permeability coefficients thus obtained are, of соагзе, 
only Informative, Ъесаизе they do not refer to the saturated 
zone*

Permeability can be determined also from pumping tests in 
wells located at different points of the system. In several 
casesf one or more observation wells are located near a pump
ing well*

The problems of the planning of pumpint and wellsitting 
have been neglected here because they are discussed in detail 
in the textbook of C a s t a n у (1967)*

Por the sake of comparing the coefficients к estimated by 
different assumptions, В о с к в г (1 9 7 1) processed a pump
ing gest data set where one pumped well and two observation 
wells were available* The following equations were used!

(18* К

к « ---SITE--- after B á n (19.)

2where can be estimated from equation Q а A^s + B^s

t5
In (—?=— ) after J a c o b  (20.)

“1

(2 1 . )
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according to M u s k a t ,  where E = -g—

-f-r It)

к =

l-s2 + p 22 + (l-s2 >‘

l-a1 + \jv.j + C l - s 1 )'

s2-s1
( 2 3 » )

'1

r1 and r.

assuming an elliptical potential field after В ö с к е г.
In the equations

and s2 = drawdown into observation wells No.l and 
No.2

= distance between the pumping well and 
observation wells No.1 and No.2 

U = thickness of k&rstlc formation 
1 = penetration of well
R = effective radius 
r Q = radius of well 
Q = discharge of well 
q‘ = specific yield.

Calculated coefficients к showed a dispersion of 2 orders 
of magnitude. Knowing the geologic setting and the nonsteady- 
state of flow, such an estimation of the coefficient of 
permeability was most resonable as was made after J a c o b  
and assuming an elliptical potential field.

It is kept in mind that pumping tests are usually no long 
procedures, it is useful to apply the nonequilibrium equations 
(T h e i s, J a c o b )  to the evaluation of pumping tests. 
All these methods can be found in detail ln C a a t a n y ’s 
book (1967). The methods described by C a s t a n y, the 
logarithmic approximation plot is used widely for the evalu
ation of pumping test data. Values of drawdown ( A )  have been 
plotted versus time (t) in a logarithmic graph. In this case, 
transimissibility can be estimated from the following express
ion:

1 3 2 5 0 3 5



( 2 4 . )OJP-.S,T

If the increase of drawdown within interval c ia analyzed 
which is limited by an arbitrary value t and by a value ten 
times the former, then lg t » 1 can be written as

— c and

в = Ы 2 1 А  c (2 5.)

Equation (25*) can be used both for simple pumping tests 
and for tests combined with observation wells. As shown by 
some investigations (Balatonudvardi, Hungary) using Equation 
(25*)» the following values of transmissibility could be 
obtained!

pumping well!
6,4 * 10“3 m2/s

observation well located 3 meters apart!

3,2 * 10"3 m2/s

observation well located 10 meters apart!

3,2 * 10'3 m2/s

(the formation tested was dolomite).
In the case of observation wells, the estimation of the 

storage factor may be carried out using the method of loga-- 
rithmic approximation plot. If, namely, the coordinates of A 
and t of the characteristic point A  on the line A- f(lg t) 
are defined, then from Equation

ig 2^ T*t (26.)
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the term S can be calculated, where

c = cf/I « c used in Equation (2.5#)
x = distance between observation well and pumping well 
T = transmissibility 
S = storage coefficient 

and A t  = coordinates of point A,
Data obtained from pumping test within anisotropic format

ion were studied according to equations of H n t u s h 
(1966) after transforming them for the determination of trans^ 
missibility, as follows:

where
= average transmissibility

Tx and T « transmissibilities in the main directions

= transmissibility in direction of the observation 
well

p = viscosity
0 = angle between Tr and x
a = half-axis of the ellipse in x direction
b » half-axis of sub-axis of the ellipse in у

direction
rv = distance between the observation well or the 

radius of the pumping well

(27.)

or

x and у
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S = decline of water level 
Q = discharge.

Values of function W should be calculated from the table in 
the form of the known function F (W e n z a 1, 1942; B o c a  
r e v ,  Y ë r i g i n, 1961 ; P a r r i s ,  1962; В о с e - 
г о V, 1968).

Estimation of the flow-path size characteristic of the 
formation and the permeability can be carried out by using 
data obtained by tracing, fundamental requirement of this 
method is in this case that a tracer has to be added directly 
to the saturated zone, with exclusion of the three-phase zone. 
From the maximum, minimum and moderate velocities obtained by 
tracing, the permeability coefficient and fracture-size which 
are hydraulically characteristic can be calculated by using 
Equations (10) and (11), if between the point of intake and 
the appearance of the tracers a hydraulic gradient is avail
able.

In addition, the direct determination of rock parameters is 
connected with the possible estimation of the distribution of 
transmisslbility referring to the entire karstic system if an 
areal distribution of the karstic water level and that of the 
pressure is known át least in some places. The area is stu
died by the use of computer and K o v á c s  (1 9 7 2) са!1з 
this method "numerical exporation". K i r á l y  (1 9 7 3) 
studied the catchment area of the Noiraique spring ins 
Switzerland, and using this principle, he could draw valuable 
conclusions as to the possible values of permeability and 
gravitional porosity. Now, a model made by Sz é к e 1 y  

(1973) wilL be reviewed which is able to analyze the hydro- 
logic balance (budget) of karstic areas and it assumes the 
application of a computer. The method being considered can be 
applied tos

- unconflned aquifers, where natural water level fluctuat
ions are negligible with respect to the total thickness 
of the saturated zone.
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These conditions in karstic systems are usually satisfied. 
The starting model is,

Эн = div £т (x,y) grad fíj ♦ w (x,y,fc) 128.)

where
H
x,y,t
no
T(x,y)
(x,y,t)

= pressure (m)
= field coordinates (m) and time (day)
= gravitation pore volume p= function of transmissibility m /day 
= function of natural infiltration m/day.

Prerequisite for the practical application of Equation 
(28.) is, as already mentioned, the detemination of the 
boundary conditions. S z é k e l y  divided the studied 
seepage regime into elements of difference (see Fig.8 ) and 
the pressure field was defined by numerical integration of 
differential equation (28.) using the D u f o r t - F r a n -  
k e l  approximation which describes the hydrologic balance 
(budget) of the discrete differential elements.

O. B o u i l l i n  et al. and H* P a 1 о c (1973) used 
the socalled black-box method in describing the discharge of 
Vaucluse spring in France. The input (independent) variable 
was the precipitation or precipitation minus évapotranspirat
ion, the so-called efficient precipitation, while the output 
function was the yield of the spring. This procedure Is based 
on relationship (2 9.),

S(t) = ^ E (t-T ) . T (T ) dX (2 9.)
0

where В = output, E = input and T = operator. It was assumed 
that parameter p which characterizes the stage of the system 
is time-dependent.
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' After determining operator T in function of parameter p, 
the spring-yield was estimated for the period from November 
1968 to December 1972# Difference in the estimated and meas
ured yields was below 10 per cent on the average#

In summarizing the methods of flow system testing in 
karstic aquifers, it seems that the most promissing trend is 
the appliaction of mathematical methods (e.g. numerical 
exploration) based on field-work andsystemhydro logic appro
aches as well as operator procedures which describe the 
change in time of some selected elements of the karsthydro- 
logic balance (budget) coming about under the effect of an 
independent variable.

Electric analogy (RC) models applied to testing karstic 
systems are well known, by which the afore-mentioned catch
ment area of Noiraique spring in Switzerland was studied at 
the University of Neuchâtel. Nevertheless, some scientists 
expressed such views that electric analogy models are not 
suitable for testing karstic systems.

Further trend of research

In the past 10— 15 years, in the studies of flow system 
karstic rocks several basic rules were described. Notwithst
anding, there are hosts of unsolved problems. These are 
theoretical, scientific, on one hand, but they are in close 
relation with the practice, on the other.

Further research is needed to study the validity of 
D a r c y ’s law since it may change within ranges of 3 orders 
of magnitude depending on geological characteristics. There
fore great importance is attributed to the study of karstic 
water dynamics in the field of:

- hydraulic modelling which simulates geologic properties 
of the different types of karstic landforms.
Geologic conditions of a hydraulic model, such, as

- direction of fractures
- angles of inaection of fractures
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- width of fractures below one centimeter
- roughness of fracture
- inhomogeneous fracture-system
- angles between main flow directions

can be easily replaced and the validity of D a r c y’s 
law may be studied in theirs function*

Of increasing practical importance is the system hydrologic 
study of a given karstic area and the mathematical models 
based on it, i.e. the numerical exploration as well as the 
so-called black-box procedure based on operator calculation.

A very important duty in the fields of karst research is 
the study of the interrelation of man and environment. It is, 
on one hand, nature conservation, i.e.

conservation of natural karstic environments, protect
ion of the climate of caves;
pollution control of drinking karstic water and on the 
other hand,
the planning of the reasonable exploration of karstic 
water reserves.
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A FELSZÍNALATTI KARSZTVIZÁRAMLÁS DINAMIKÁJA

BÖCKER T. 
összefoglalás

A tanulmány bevezetőjében foglalkozik a kársátviz körfor
galmával és az 1. ábrán —  a teljességre való törekvéstől el
tekintve —  összefoglaló képet ad az áramlás lehetőségeiről. 
Elemzi a beszivárgás tipusait és magyarázatot fűz az 1 . ábrán 
bemutatott folyamatokhoz. Rámutat, hogy egy-egy karsztforrás 
vicében Igen eltérő korú vizek keveredhetnek éô a vízkor 
szerint öt csoportot különböztet meg:

- igen rövid átfutású vizek (néhány óra vagy hét) melyek 
a barlangjáratokon érkeznek közvetlenül a forráshoz,

- rövid átfutású vizek (néhány hónap, esetleg év) melyek 
a mikrorepedéseken érkeznek a telitett zónához, illetve 
forráshoz,
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- közepes átfutású vizek (több év, esetleg évtized) melyek 
a kitöltött zónában szivárognak a forrás felé»

- hosszú átfutású vizek (több tiz, esetleg ezer év),
- igen hosszú átfutású vizek (több ezer, vagy tízezer 6v) 

melyek általában feláramlással felszínre kerülő termális 
vizek.

A karsztos kőzet vizvezetőképességét elemezve a tanulmány 
szerint a gravitációs vizmozgás számára hat nagyságrendben 
változható vizjárat méret áll rendelkezésre (2. képlet). Á 
karsztrendszerek általában a heterogén, anizotrop rendszerek
hez tartoznak és ezért a rendszer permeabilítását tenzoráli- 
san értelmezik (4. összefüggés). A szerző 1971-ben kidolgo
zott összefüggése (5* képlet) triortogonális repedésrendszer- 
re érvényes. Pilatovszkij a karsztos kőzet vizvezetőképességét 
valószínűségi alapon vizsgálta. Elemzi a tanulmány a D a r- 
с y törvény érvényességét is. A 2. ábrán egy gyakorlati pél
dát mutat be annak eldöntésére, hogy az adott karsztterületen 
a D a r c y  törvény érvényessége feltételezhető-«? A viz- 
szintek és a piezometrikus szintek változásainak elemzése so
rán a tanulmány több éves; éves; és napos változásokat tál' 
fel. Rámutat az emberi beavatkozás hatására is.

A továbbiakban az áramlás vertikális zónalitását vizsgálja 
és néhány megáilapítást tesz a cikk a karsztvíz szennyeződé
séről. Ez utóbbival kapcsolatban megállapítja, hogy a szenny
vizek karsztos kőzetekbe (vízrendszerbe) történő elhelyezésé
nek tervezésekor az alábbiakat célszerű figyelembe venni:

- a szennyező anyag eredete, oxidálásához, lebomlásához 
szükséges idő, emberi szervezetre veszélytelen hígítás 
mértéke,

- nom megengedhető a szennyező anyagok bejuttatása az igen 
rövid, vagy rövid átfutású vizekbe,

- nem megengedhető a szennyező anyagok közepes, hosszú 
vagy igen hosszú átfutású idejű vizekbe történő bevitele, 
ha azok gyógyvizek. Ez esetben ugyanis a gyógyvíz minő
ségét rontja, még az esetben is,, ha a hígítás mértéke 
emberi szervezetre már nem ártalmas,
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' - dolomitos tározók, a szemcsés kőzetekhez közelálló hid
raulikai sajátosságuk miatt, általában kedvezőbbek a 
szennyvíz-elhelyezésére, mint a mészkövek.

A tanulmány végül elemzi a karsztvízrendszerek vizsgálati 
módszereit, különöaképen a perméabilités terepi meghatározá
sainak lehetőségeit, majd röviden körvonalazza a kutatás to
vábbi irányát.

DYNAMIQUE DES ECOULEMENTS SOUTERHAINS 
DANS LES TERRAINS KARDI QUE S

par-
т. BÖCKER 

Résume

L ’introduction- de l’étude donne un tour d ’horizon con
cernant les divers types d ’écoulement dans les régions karst
iques d ’après l’analyse de la figure 1. Quant au cycle 
hydrologique, les eaux differents temps de parcoures sont 
groupées en cinq classes. L ’auteur examine la perméabilité 
de la roche et il a constaté que conformément aux mesures 
des fissures variés dans 6 ordres de grandeur la perméabilité 
de la formation peut se midifier de la même manière. Les 
divers niveaux determinant la perméabilité différemment en 
rapport avec les coefficients к calculés a partir des mâmes 
données ont des différents ordres de grandeur. On présente 
des variations pluriannuelles, annuelles et journalières des 
niveaux d ’eau et des niveaux piézométriques (Figures 3,4,5,6, 
7)* Ensuite, on expose la zonalité verticale d*écoulement efc 
les vitesses d ’écoulement déterminées in situ sont groupés en
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quatre classes. On aborde également le problème de la repré
sentation de la pollution du karst. Enfin, on analyse les 
méthodes d’étude, et on suggère les tendances futures des 
recherches.

ДИНАМИКА ПОДЗЕМНОГО ПОТОКА КАРСТОВЫХ ВОД 

Т. Беккер

Обзор

В публикации, на основании приводимого на рис. I анализа, 

даётся общее описание возможных форм движения воды в карстовых 

местностях. В публикации, в соответствии с гидрологическим 

циклом, производится распределение на 5 групп вод с различ

ной продолжительностью протекания /нахождения/. Исследуя про

водимость образований, публикация устанавливает, что размеры 

расселин /ущелий/ изменяются в пределах шести размерных кате

горий, ввиду чего подобным же образом изменяется и пропуск

ная способность породы. В публикации подчеркивается, что раз

личные уровни вод различным образом влияют на проводимость, 

ввиду чего может наблюдаться в порядковом размере коэффициен

та "к*', определяемого на основании одинаковых, данных. Была 

сделаны записи в отношении многолетних и дневных колебаний 

уровня воды и пьезометрической поверхности /Рис. 3, 4, 5, 7/. 

Обсуждается также и вертикальная зональность потока; произво

дится распределение по четырем классам скоростей потоков, оп-
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ределенных на основании проведенных на местности замеров» В 

статье обсуждается также и загрязнения карста. И, наконец, 

проводится анализ с помощью исследовательских методов' и при

водится предложение в отношении направления исследований в 

будущем.

LA DINAMIKO DB LA SÜBTERA KARSIAKVO-FUJO

T. BÖCKEB 

Resumo

La traktato enhavas generalan priskribon pri la evenualaj 
tipoj de la akvofluo en la karstregionoj, sur baze de la 
analizo de la 1-& figuro. La akvojn havantajn malsaman fcrans- 
pasan (resfcadan) tempón li enklasigas en 5 grupojn lau la 
hidrológia ciklo. Eksamenante la permeablecon de la forinacioj 
li konstatas, ke la mezuroj de la brecoj sangas tra ses deci- 
malaj grandecoj, do la permeableco de la stonaro sangas 
simile, Li akcentas, ke la diversaj akvoniveloj diverse in
fluas la permeablecon, konsekvsnce la sur base de samaj 
idikoj taksita k-faktoro povaa havi malsaman decimalan gran- 
decon. Oni regisfcris múltjárajn kaj tagajn sangojn ie la 
akvonivelo kaj piezometra surfaco (5, 4, 5, 7-aj fig.). Li 
pritraktas ankau la vertikalajn zonojn de la fluo kaj enk
lasigas. en kvar grupojn la fluajn rapidecojn taksitajn sur 
baze de terenaj mezuroj. Li p.riti*aktas ankau laini’ektigon de 
la karst o. Fine li analisaa per esploi*aj metcdoj kaj prop о nas 
la estontajn direktojn de la esploroj.
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